CONTROVERSIAL NEW BOOK – author claims to have met John the
Beloved – PLUS dedicates ALL PROFITS from book sales to ending
worldwide poverty!
Salt Lake City, Utah - April 6, 2007 – There is a new book on the scene that discloses the Bible’s
book of Revelation unlike any other. Just the very title of the book begs for controversy: 666
The Mark of America, Seat of the Beast: The Apostle John’s New Testament Revelation
Unfolded.
Even more controversial is what makes this book so unlike
all other proclaimed Revelation interpretations. The author,
Christopher (last name not revealed for his personal
protection), claims to have received the explanation of
Revelation’s long-held secrets from the mouth of the man
who originally wrote it himself – John the Beloved – one of
the original 12 apostles claimed to have “tarried” as
mentioned in NT John 21:20-24.
Christopher states that this book, “…exposes the deception of
politics, religion, and world affairs, and will forever end
speculation about God, religion, and humankind’s purpose
and destiny.”
The book’s name alone brings chills to those who have been taught what the mysterious number
‘666’ allegedly means. And by joining ‘666’ with America, most who glance at the title without
totally understanding its meaning, are left in trepidation. One reader however, brave enough to
read the book in spite of its name, stated, “…within the pages, the reader will discover how very
appropriate the title is – and why the U.S. truly is ‘The Seat of the Beast’…it has nothing to do
with the devil…but all to do with who controls the money of the world. …You just have to read it
[the book] to understand.”
Initial reaction to the book has understandably caused much controversy. Target.com pulled the
book from their website almost immediately. Also, although dozens of requests and galleys were
sent out, the publishers of the book have yet to find an editor, writer, or “official” book reviewer
that has courage enough to investigate the book and the author’s claims. There are however,
plenty of personal reviews by readers–the following quotes are taken from Amazon.com reviews,
where the book presently scores 4 out of 5 stars:
An unimpressed reader states, "…I do have issues with someone saying some immortal being
‘told’ him the modern day translations…” Another says, “This author claims to have gotten this
stuff from John…Excuse me, but I think NOT!”
For every negative review though, there seem to be many more positive ones: “I believe that it
would take thousands of years to gain the perspective used to write this book—indeed John must
have tarried to personally reveal the key to his Revelation to the world.” A second reader was
also convinced, “You will know when you read '666 Mark of America Seat of the Beast' that it is
truly what John the Beloved meant when he penned the original book of the Revelation, and that
he had to have explained these things to the author. No one on earth has ever understood these
things before.”

The author’s request is straightforward. He candidly states, “Read the book and decide for
yourself! John the Beloved did, in fact, tell me what he meant by each verse in Revelation, and
unless you read it, how can you know for sure that he didn’t? Upon studying the true meaning of
John’s prophecy, you will be left with little doubt that America is the Seat of the Beast? You’ll
discover that each and every person has the mark of the beast already in his or her right hand and
forehead. The idea that catastrophes are coming to this earth is a foolish imagination invented by
fear mongers who neither know nor understand truth. I am not a deceiver, nor do I personally
gain in any form from this book; and I openly challenge ANYONE to prove that this book is not
telling the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. I challenge ANY and ALL to take the
666 CHALLENGE and find out for themselves.”
If neither the title of the book nor the claim of the author meeting an immortal being causes
enough controversy, then the purpose for writing the book certainly will.
Christopher did not write the book for personal fame or fortune, and he has contractually signed
over all profits of the book to the Worldwide United Foundation (WUF) – an organization that
has been given a plan to completely end worldwide poverty and inequality.
Christopher
professes the simple plan was taught to him by the Apostle John, who himself is a homeless
drifter on this planet.
On page 49 of the book, it states: “Religious prophets and social pundits have made various
attempts throughout human history to eliminate poverty and inequality. There is only one human
organization that has ever been founded on the premise of worldwide equality and the guarantee
of food, shelter, clothing, and health care to all wise ones. This organization has the proper
formula needed to succeed: It is The Worldwide United Foundation (wwunited.org).”
Sue Kammerman, the Executive Secretary of the WUF, says, “The plan will completely end
worldwide poverty if allowed to be implemented. It is so simple and so attainable, that we openly
challenge anyone to prove that the plan will not work.”
Everyone can agree that our world has problems. Poverty, inequality, stress, disease, terrorism
and war are either directly or indirectly affecting every human being on this planet. Maybe this
book is the world’s “wakeup call” – our last chance to learn how to take care of each other and
treat each other how we would want to be treated – our last hope for world peace and happiness.
Maybe that is really what John the Beloved is trying to teach us. If that message is controversial,
then so be it…but as the author states, “Read the book and decide for yourself.”
The book is published by Worldwide United Publishing, and is available in hardback (ISBN 9780-9785264-1-2) and soft cover (ISBN 978-0-9785264-2-9). The book is also available at
Amazon.com (soft cover only) and as an eBook on MobiPocket.com.
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